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1. Vehicle Specifications Table (mandatory) 

In the event that the tables submitted in the application and the technical design report are identical and 

applied to the vehicle, the team gets 100 points. 

 
University name ADIYAMAN UNIVERSITY 

Team name CENDERE- YAMAN TEAM 

Team captain MUSTAFA GÖKSU 

Feature Unit Value 

Length mm 3510 

Width mm 1600 

Height mm 1200 

Number of wheels # 4 

Chassis material St 52(S235JRH), Chrome steel 

Shell material 6082 T6 Aluminyum  

The brake system hydraulic disc, 
front, rear, hand brake 

hydraulic, disc, front, rear 
electronic brake system 

Diameter of front tyres mm 570 

Width of front tyres mm 100 

Diameter of rear tyres mm 570 

Width of rear tyres mm 100 

Motor type  bldc,domestic 

Motor driver self-designed, ready-made product domestic product  

Motor power kW 1.5 (each) 

Motor efficiency % +90 

Engine weight kg 18(each) 

Battery type Li-ion 

Battery nominal voltage V 72V 

Maximum voltage of the 
battery 

V 84V 

Battery nominal voltage Wh 3696 

Fuel cell power kW - 

Number of hydrogen 
tubes 

# - 

Hydrogen tube pressure bar - 

Super capacitor yes/no - 

You must fill in the fields related to your category. 
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2. Domestic Sub-Components 
 

As like last year we are going to build most of the component of the car as a domestic. We did two 

motors last year. Our motor driver circuit was burned out but we are still working to improve it. We are 

also trying to improve the Charging unit and Battery Management System. 
 

1. Motor Mandatory for 
Electromobile/Hydromobile 

☒ 

2. Motor driver Mandatory for 
Electromobile/Hydromobile 

☒ 

3. Battery management system (BMS) Mandatory for 
Electromobile/Hydromobile 

☒ 

4. Embedded recharging unit Mandatory for Electromobile ☒ 

5. Energy management system (EMS)* Mandatory for Hydromobile ☐ 

6. Battery packaging Optional ☒ 

7. Electronic differential application Optional ☒ 

8. Vehicle control unit (VCU) Optional ☒ 

9. Fuel cell* Optional ☐ 

10. Fuel cell control system (circuit)* Optional ☐ 

* Hydromobile category only 
 
 
 
 
 

IMPORTANT!!!!!! 
 

You can find all the files, videos, pictures, drawings, designs and sources that we used for the 

car in the following link. 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ubkgnPWJraS_nv8YFpNYNQDDNzZL2isq 
 
            https://we.tl/t-0HwL2t6tCl

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ubkgnPWJraS_nv8YFpNYNQDDNzZL2isq
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3. Motor (Self-Designed Domestic product) 

 
We did Start from December 2017 to investigate and research about hub motors for the 

electric vehicles and we successfully designed the two BLDC motors in 2018. In this year we also 

designed another 3kw BLDC motor to use it but we probably going to use the old motors. 

Because our Shell and body is totally different this year. There are many types of electric motors 

in the market but Brushless DC motors are more popular and also more efficient to choose for 

the hub motor type. As like last year we did focus to design and create a new BLDC hub motor. 

But we did know that we have to decide and choose specific motor measurements and we need 

to be careful about motor calculations. Too many sources, journals and other materials are 

available on the web. Also the book which Brushless Permanent Magnet Motor Design by Dr. 

Duane Hanselman is more useful to design BLDC motors. We did use it for the reference book. 

We also use the ANSYS Rmxprt and Magnet for the analysing motors. 

This year we completely changed all the designs of the car. Our electric car’s weight is 

around 300kg under full load and according to the rules and circuit the speed must be around 

60km/h. We are planning to use 2 identical hub motors for the rear sides. Our BLDC hub motor’s 

nominal power is 1.5KW and nominal voltage is 84Volt. 

For energy consumption and calculations of our electric vehicle we use Prathamesh 
Dusane`s thesis as a reference book. Here are some formulas of the forces which effect to the 
vehicle. 

 

 
Figure 3.1. Forces which effect to vehicle 
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The resistances which must be considered for the dimensioning of the system are, 
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1. FA - Air resistance/Aerodynamic drag 

2. FR - Rolling resistance 

3.  

4. FG - Climbing resistance/Gravity Force Component 

5. FM - Acceleration force 
 

1. Air Resistance/Aerodynamic Drag FA = C×S ×ρ2 ×[𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉23.62] 

 
2. Rolling Resistance FR = 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓cos𝛼𝛼 

 
3. Climbing Resistance FG = 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓sin𝛼𝛼 

 
4. Acceleration Force FM = 𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 

 
 

Where, 
 F – Force (N) 

 C – Coefficient of air-resistance/Nose form factor we will use 0.25 

 S – Cross-Sectional Windward Area (m2) we will use 0.9 

 ρ – Air Density (Kg/m2) we will use 1.326 

 VR – Velocity of the vehicle relative to the wind velocity (Km/Hr.) we need 60 km/h 

 f – Coefficient of rolling-resistance we will use 0.0112 

 m – Mass of the whole vehicle (Kg) we will use 250 

 g – Gravitational Constant (m/s2) we will use 9.8 

 α – Slope angle/Climbing Angle (˚) we will use 1 or 2 

 V – Velocity of the vehicle (m/s) 
 
 
 
 

Vehicle Type Nose form factor 
One-track 
(bicycle/motor-cycle) 

0.6 - 1.2 

Passenger vehicle 0.25 - 0.4 
Open passenger 
vehicle 

0.5 - 0.65 

Van 0.4 - 0.5 
Motor-truck 0.8 - 1.0 

 
 

After all calculations it looks like we will need around 3kw energy for the vehicle. So 

that’s why we start to design 2 of 1.5kw bldc motors. 
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Q 

Q 

We also did the calculations for the bldc`s rotor and stator dimensions. Outer Rotor 

BLDC`s dimensions calculation formula is; 
 

D = Drc − 2lm − 2 

D is the stator outer diameter, 
 

In this equation D is stator outer diameter, Drc is rotor inner diameter, lm is magnet thickness  

and δ is air gap lenght . In Motor design bss1 is very important. We can calculate it as fallow 

b =  
D − 2h

sw − b 
 

ss1 t s 

s 
 

In this formula Qs is the slot number. For Bs2 we can use the formula as fallow; 

b =  D − 2hss − b
 

 

ss 2 t s 

s 
 

Here are the other formulas as fallow 

h = 
1 

(D − D 
 

 
− 2h ) 

sy 
2

 İ ss 

h = 
1 

(D − D ) 
 

ry 
2 

0 rc 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2. Outer Rotor BLDC dimension parameters. 
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Figure 3.3. Our BLDC Motor dimension view 

 

 

Total slot area is another important value for the motor design calculations. Here is the formula; 
 

A = 
1 

(b 
 

+ b )*(h − h ) 
sl 

2
 ss1 ss 2 ss sw 

 

 
 

DESIGN PARAMETERS VALUES 

Stator outer diameter (Do) 279 mm 

Stator inner diameter (Di) 200mm 

Rotor outer diameter 297 mm 

Rotor inner diameter 281 mm 
Magnet thickness 3mm 

Motor length (L) 40 mm 

Rated motor speed 1000 d/d 

Supply voltage 80 V DC 

Stator slot number 39 

Number of poles 44 

 

Table 3.1. Our BLDC Motor design parameters. 
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Depends on these formulas we use ANSYS RMXPRT to analyse all motor calculations. 
 

Figure 3.4. Our BLDC ANSYS view 
 

 

Figure 3.5. Our BLDC ANSYS machine parameters 
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Figure 3.6. BLDC ANSYS stator parameters. 
 

 

 

Figure 3.7. BLDC ANSYS rotor parameters 
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Figure 3.8. Efficiency && Speed 

 

 

Figure 3.9. Winding currents under Load 
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Figure 3.10. Output Torque && Speed 
 

 

 

Figure 3.11. Airgap Flux Density 
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Figure 3.12. Induced Coil Voltages at Rated Speed 
 

 

 
RESULT PARAMETERS VALUES 

Rated Output Power 1000 Watt 

Rated voltage 84 Volt 

Number of Poles 44 

Number of Stator Gutter 39 

Stator Inner Diameter 125 mm 

Stator Package Length 40 mm 

Stator Saji M270-50A 

Number of spools per groove 4 

Air Range 1.5 mm 

Rotor Steel ST-37 

Magnet Thickness 3 mm 

Magnet Material NdFeB- N40UH (180°C) 

Total weight 18 kg 

Average Input Current 14 A 

Efficiency % % 93 

Rated Speed 850 rpm 

Rated Torque 12 Nm 
 

 

Table 3.2. Our BLDC Motor design parameters. 
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Figure 3.13. Magnetic Flux Strength vectors 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.14. Magnetic flux density (a) 
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Figure 3.15. Magnetic Flux Density (b) 
 

 

 

Figure 3.16. Flux Lines 
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Figure 3.17. Moving Torque versus Time 
 

 

 

 

Figure 3.18. Phase Currents 
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Figure 3.19. Driver circuit on the ANSYS 
 

 

 

Figure 3.20. Thermal Analysis 

Model 
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Figure 3.21. Stator Laminations 
 

 

 

Figure 3.22. Stator Laminations 
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Figure 3.23. Preparing for the winding 
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Figure 3.24. Winding coils 
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Figure 3.25. Winding coils 
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Figure 3.26. Assembly 
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Figure 3.27. Winding Design 

We get the winding design information from the following link. 

http://www.bavaria-direct.co.za/scheme/calculator/ 

http://www.bavaria-direct.co.za/scheme/calculator/
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Figure 3.28. Phase Winding 
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Figure 3.29. Hall Effect Sensor 
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We have 3 Hall Effect sensors to measure 120 degree rotate position. The information 

going from the Hall effect sensors to BMS and that will help BMS to calculate and understand 

rotor position, rpm, when to switch conductor phases. For example, when the hall sensor sees 

north or south pole it will send the information to the control board so the control board will be 

switch on the right coils to create magnetic field. Because polarization will be change depends 

on North and South poles. We will use U1881 Hall Effect Sensor. 

 
 

 

Figure 3.30. Hall-Effect Sensors 
 

Here is our U1881 Hall Effect Sensor datasheet link. 
 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1L9oETdM-ZUeW7nqjGtzJbQjQsiMkmKEJ 
 

Figure 3.31. Hall-Effect Sensors 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1L9oETdM-ZUeW7nqjGtzJbQjQsiMkmKEJ
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We are still waiting to test the exact thermal analysis. And Our motor has not finished 

yet. As soon as we finish it we will test the real rpms, currents and thermal characteristics. 
 

BRUSHLESS PERMANENT MAGNET DC MOTOR 
DESIGN 

 

  

File: Setup1.res  

GENERAL DATA  

  

Rated Output Power (kW): 1 

Rated Voltage (V): 80 

Number of Poles: 44 

Given Rated Speed (rpm): 800 

Frictional Loss (W): 1.6 

Windage Loss (W): 1.024 

Rotor Position: Outer 
Type of Load: Constant Power 

Type of Circuit: Y3 

Lead Angle of Trigger in Elec. Degrees: 0 

Trigger Pulse Width in Elec. Degrees: 120 

One-Transistor Voltage Drop (V): 2 

One-Diode Voltage Drop (V): 2 

Operating Temperature (C): 75 

Maximum Current for CCC (A): 0 

Minimum Current for CCC (A): 0 
  

  

STATOR DATA  

  

Number of Stator Slots: 39 

Outer Diameter of Stator (mm): 279 

Inner Diameter of Stator (mm): 200 
  

Type of Stator Slot: 2 

Stator Slot  

hs0 (mm): 2.5 

hs1 (mm): 1.75 

hs2 (mm): 20 
bs0 (mm): 12 

bs1 (mm): 12.7869 

bs2 (mm): 9.55776 

Top Tooth Width (mm): 9 

Bottom Tooth Width (mm): 9 

Skew Width (Number of Slots) 0 
  

Length of Stator Core (mm): 40 

Stacking Factor of Stator Core: 0.95 
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Type of Steel: M270 

Designed Wedge Thickness (mm): 0 

Slot Insulation Thickness (mm): 0 

Layer Insulation Thickness (mm): 0 

End Length Adjustment (mm): 0 

Number of Parallel Branches: 1 

Number of Conductors per Slot: 8 
Type of Coils: 21 

Average Coil Pitch: 1 

Number of Wires per Conductor: 23 

Wire Diameter (mm): 0.767 

Wire Wrap Thickness (mm): 0 

Slot Area (mm^2): 311.008 

Net Slot Area (mm^2): 281.008 

Limited Slot Fill Factor (%): 90 

Stator Slot Fill Factor (%): 38.5203 

Coil Half-Turn Length (mm): 56.3522 
  

  

ROTOR DATA  

  

Minimum Air Gap (mm): 1 

Outer Diameter (mm): 297 

Length of Rotor (mm): 40 
Stacking Factor of Iron Core: 0.95 

Type of Steel: steel_1010 

Polar Arc Radius (mm): 140.5 

Mechanical Pole Embrace: 1 

Electrical Pole Embrace: 0.894027 

Max. Thickness of Magnet (mm): 3 

Width of Magnet (mm): 20.0463 

Type of Magnet: NdFe35 

Type of Rotor: 1 

Magnetic Shaft: No 
  

  

PERMANENT MAGNET DATA  

  

Residual Flux Density (Tesla): 1.23 

Coercive Force (kA/m): 890 

Maximum Energy Density (kJ/m^3): 273.675 
Relative Recoil Permeability: 1.09981 

Demagnetized Flux Density (Tesla): 7.50732e-005 

Recoil Residual Flux Density (Tesla): 1.23 

Recoil Coercive Force (kA/m): 890 
  

MATERIAL CONSUMPTION  
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Armature Copper Density (kg/m^3): 8900 

Permanent Magnet Density (kg/m^3): 7400 

Armature Core Steel Density (kg/m^3): 7700 

Rotor Core Steel Density (kg/m^3): 7872 
  

Armature Copper Weight (kg): 1.66289 
Permanent Magnet Weight (kg): 0.792285 

Armature Core Steel Weight (kg): 5.1471 

Rotor Core Steel Weight (kg): 1.37205 

Total Net Weight (kg): 8.97433 
  

Armature Core Steel Consumption (kg): 23.2687 

Rotor Core Steel Consumption (kg): 26.9222 
  

  

STEADY STATE PARAMETERS  

  

Stator Winding Factor: 0.935884 

D-Axis Reactive Inductance Lad (H): 1.53312e-005 

Q-Axis Reactive Inductance Laq (H): 1.53312e-005 

D-Axis Inductance L1+Lad(H): 9.66284e-005 

Q-Axis Inductance L1+Laq(H): 9.66284e-005 

Armature Leakage Inductance L1 (H): 8.12972e-005 
Zero-Sequence Inductance L0 (H): 7.26986e-005 

Armature Phase Resistance R1 (ohm): 0.0119673 

Armature Phase Resistance at 20C (ohm): 0.00984405 

D-Axis Time Constant (s): 0.0012811 

Q-Axis Time Constant (s): 0.0012811 
  

Ideal Back-EMF Constant KE (Vs/rad): 0.8075 

Start Torque Constant KT (Nm/A): 0.465761 

Rated Torque Constant KT (Nm/A): 0.844767 
  

  

NO-LOAD MAGNETIC DATA  

  

Stator-Teeth Flux Density (Tesla): 1.45037 

Stator-Yoke Flux Density (Tesla): 0.568137 

Rotor-Yoke Flux Density (Tesla): 1.37081 

Air-Gap Flux Density (Tesla): 0.696401 
Magnet Flux Density (Tesla): 0.726634 

  

Stator-Teeth By-Pass Factor: 0.000970676 

Stator-Yoke By-Pass Factor: 3.69242e-006 

Rotor-Yoke By-Pass Factor: 0.000101935 
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Stator-Teeth Ampere Turns (A.T): 19.233 

Stator-Yoke Ampere Turns (A.T): 0.147931 

Rotor-Yoke Ampere Turns (A.T): 9.47209 

Air-Gap Ampere Turns (A.T): 1063.79 

Magnet Ampere Turns (A.T): -1092.67 
  

Armature Reactive Ampere Turns  

at Start Operation (A.T): 4113.18 

Leakage-Flux Factor: 1 

Correction Factor for Magnetic  

Circuit Length of Stator Yoke: 0.61619 

Correction Factor for Magnetic  

Circuit Length of Rotor Yoke: 0.448659 
  

No-Load Speed (rpm): 905.13 

Cogging Torque (N.m): 0.0133261 
  

  

FULL-LOAD DATA  

  

Average Input Current (A): 13.2768 

Root-Mean-Square Armature Current (A): 11.3168 

Armature Thermal Load (A^2/mm^3): 4.28986 

Specific Electric Loading (A/mm): 4.02834 
Armature Current Density (A/mm^2): 1.06492 

Frictional and Windage Loss (W): 2.94924 

Iron-Core Loss (W): 0.00908208 

Armature Copper Loss (W): 4.59798 

Transistor Loss (W): 54.2246 

Diode Loss (W): 1.09247 

Total Loss (W): 62.8733 

Output Power (W): 999.267 

Input Power (W): 1062.14 

Efficiency (%): 94.0805 
  

Rated Speed (rpm): 853.305 

Rated Torque (N.m): 11.1828 
  

Locked-Rotor Torque (N.m): 1477.29 

Locked-Rotor Current (A): 3171.82 
  

  

WINDING ARRANGEMENT  

  

The 3-phase, 2-layer winding can be arranged in 39 
slots as below: 
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AXACZCBYXAXZCBYBAXACZYBYXACZCBYBAXZCZYB  

  

  

Angle per slot (elec. degrees): 203.077 

Phase-A axis (elec. degrees): 129.231 

First slot center (elec. degrees): 0 
  

  

  

TRANSIENT FEA INPUT DATA  

  

For Armature Winding:  

Number of Turns: 52 

Parallel Branches: 1 

Terminal Resistance (ohm): 0.0119673 

End Leakage Inductance (H): 1.18017e-006 

2D Equivalent Value:  

Equivalent Model Depth (mm): 40 

Equivalent Stator Stacking Factor: 0.95 

Equivalent Rotor Stacking Factor: 0.95 

Equivalent Br (Tesla): 1.23 

Equivalent Hc (kA/m): 890 

Estimated Rotor Moment of Inertia (kg m^2): 0.187332 
 
 

Table 3.3. BLDC ANSYS Results Values. 
 

 
 

IMPORTANT!!!!!! 
 

You can find all the files, videos, pictures, drawings, designs and sources that we used for the 

motor in the following link. 

 

       https://drive.google.com/open?id=1p3YqoanIJcqFJ709bExDD5gkP045bm1W  
 
            https://we.tl/t-G7ow45jP2y  wetransfer link

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1p3YqoanIJcqFJ709bExDD5gkP045bm1W
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4. Motor Driver (Self Designed) 
 

Circuit design, Control algorithm and Simulation Studies 

 

BLDC motors are getting very popular after many progresses on materials such as magnets, 

coils and Si-steels. Controlling BLDC motors are not easy. Sometimes it can be very complicated. 

We really need high efficient control circuit board to make occur efficient rotation. We did many 

studies to design a circuit board. First of all we have to understand the logic behind our BLDC 

motors and how it works. 

The BLDC motors has 3 phase coils. Our purpose is to switch each conductor phase at the 

right time so we can create a magnetic field that that can help our rotor to rotate in that 

magnetic field. 

Here are some pictures with definitions about how BLDC motor works. We get these 

pictures from ST microelectronic. We also added all materials and source links at the bottom of 

this report. 

 

 
Figure 4.1.Simple BLDC coils 
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Figure 4.2. How Simple BLDC rotate 
 

Figure 4.3. Changing Rotate directions 
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Our Motor driver circuit has 3 parts. Firs part is power part, second one is controlling 

part and the third one is DC-DC converting part. The power part has MOS-FETs and capacitors. It 

will help to switch power on BLDC phases. 
 

Figure 4.4. Sensors versus Drive Timing 

 

 

As you can see on above pictures we have to change the magnetic field by switching the 

coils so we can create a rotation for the Rotor part. To do that we need to know the rotor 

position. That’s why we did use hall-effect sensors. We have 3 sensors to measure 120 degree 

rotate position. The information coming from the Hall effect sensors help us to calculate and 

understand rotor position, rpm, when to switch conductor phases. For example, when the hall 

sensor sees north or south pole it will send the information to the control board so the control 

board will be switch on the right coils to create magnetic field. Because polarization will be 

change depends on North and South poles. We will use U1881 Hall Effect Sensor. 
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Figure 4.5. Hall-Effect Sensors 

 

Here is our U1881 Hall Effect Sensor datasheet link. 
 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1L9oETdM-ZUeW7nqjGtzJbQjQsiMkmKEJ 

 https://we.tl/t-pW84EqQykr 
 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1L9oETdM-ZUeW7nqjGtzJbQjQsiMkmKEJ
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Figure 4.6. Hall-Effect Sensors 
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As we said before we designed the motor driver on three part. Power part, Control part 

and DC-DC converter part. For the controlling board we used the MC33035D module. 

MC33035D is also control the signals coming from hall-effect sensors. 
 
 

 

Figure 4.7. MC33035D 
 

Here is the link of MC33035D datasheet 
 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=17V7yrsljRwPRNQzg46Ri6AGgqgGsdxv1 

https://we.tl/t-uvFJf0IsZL 
 

After getting information from the hall sensors we need to switch the coils by using MOS- 

FETs. For the circuit board we create 6 MOS-FET groups and 2 groups for each phase. We have 3 

cables coming from the motor so we can make each cable positive or negative. Because we  

have to switch each conductor phase one by one. 

Another importance of our circuit board has a protecting section from the noise and back 

currents to create smooth rotation. To do that we did use aluminium based electrolyte 

capacitors. These capacitors are 200V- 470mF and the model number is HC2D477M25035HA. 

 

 

Figure 4.8. HC2D477M25035HA capacitor. 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=17V7yrsljRwPRNQzg46Ri6AGgqgGsdxv1
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Here is the datasheet link of HC2D477M25035HA 
 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=10dRQwdCVDPFBtmpBXxSs qUP3Kfz8  
 

To protect and control all the board and circuit material, we added ACS758 current sensor. 

Because we need to control the current level to protect the board. This sensor capacity is 150A 

and 120kHz sensitivity. Due to the any bad situation our board can gate too much current. We 

feed all the boards current through the ACS758. We need to see how much current coming to 

the driver and going to the BLDC. 
 

 
 

Figure 4.9. ACS758 
 

Here is the datasheet link of ACS758 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=12buHgQX7HseFY0nAjZXwOS06fZygNYrn 

 

                                           https://we.tl/t-3ZKTYcjtwW

https://drive.google.com/open?id=10dRQwdCVDPFBtmpBXxSs__qUP3Kfz8__
https://drive.google.com/open?id=12buHgQX7HseFY0nAjZXwOS06fZygNYrn
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Figure 4.10. Simple ACS758 circuit. 
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Figure 4.11. Simple Motor Driver circuit board (datasheet) 
 

The above schematic taken from the datasheet of MC33035. The logic and algorithm 

behind the above circuit is similar our circuit. We only changed; if you can check the figure, at 

the point 19-20-21 we did use half-bridge circuit to make positive or negative. For example, for 

the point 19 if we make positive or negative that information will going to transfer the IR2103 

and then IR2103 can decide the MOS-FETs gates zero or one. After MOS-FETs switch the coil. 

This will happen for the point 20 and 21 too. As you can see at the 4-5-6 points there are signals 

coming from hall-effect sensors about rotor position. MC33035 will not switch the coils until it 

gets the rotor position information. Also if you can see at the point 11, above picture has 

potentiometer but we are using pwm signal. We also use oscillator at the point 10. We did use 

10k resistor and 10nF capacitor so we can create 14kHz signal. This signal will be use for the 

MC33035 and comparing our pwm signal and deciding to switch the MOS-FETs gates. There is 

also another important part is in our circuit is at the point 9. We get current information from 
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the ACS758 and give it to the at the point 9. So MC33035 will compare this signal and decide to 

stop the motor or not. For example during any bad or dangerous situation if the ACS758 current 

sensor send around 100mv(That means too much current are taking. Very dangerous. Please 

check the datasheet of ACS758) then the MC33035 will stop the motor. 

MOS-FETs we are using is also important for our circuit board because of to control the 

speed of the BLDC motor. If the the RPM increase the motor driver must switch on the coils as 

much as fast. Switching FETs simultaneously is effect the speed and efficiency. The bad thing is 

each MOS-FETs has a capacitive effect. This is a problem even it is a very tiny effect because on 

high speeds it can reduce the efficiency. Because of capacitive effect MOS-FET`s cant switch on 

at the right time. That’s why we put Resistances on the each of MOS-FET`s gate to eliminate  

that problem. We also choose less capacitive effect MOS-FETs which is IXYS Trench Gate power 

MOS-FETs. 

MOS-FETs gate working level is 15V. To protect gate`s current effects we did use DC-DC 

converters. In our DC-DC converter we use MORNSUN`s A0515M-1W RoHS integrated part. It 

takes 5V input and the output voltage is 15V. 

 

 

 
Figure 4.12. MORNSUN`s A0515M-1W RoHS integrated part. 

 

Here is the datasheet link of MORNSUN`s A0515M-1W RoHS 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=19CAAELkPIdEA-AC7y6psU10qHN15Jptz 

 

  https://we.tl/t-d9mDJDiCIy

https://drive.google.com/open?id=19CAAELkPIdEA-AC7y6psU10qHN15Jptz
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Figure 4.13. IXYS Trench Gate power MOS-FETs 

You can see our MOS-FET`s datasheet from the link below 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1JMc8cvZ5-WXct3fQuwxGxZxX8eMNB6UQ 

 https://we.tl/t-pNzPaDK7v2 

As we said above BLDC has 3 phases and we can make each phase positive and negative. 

We use MOS-FETs for switching. How about if we make mistake or if something bad happen on 

MOS-FET`s or if we switch wrong MOS-FETs. That mean is a short circuit can occur and those will 

be creating more damage on the board. It may cause blow the circuit board. To avoid that we 

used ir2103 Half Bridge driver to drive the MOS-FETs. IR2103 works like that; if one MOS-FET 

has a logic 0 level then it brings other MOS-FET to logic 1 level automatically. At the same time if 

we have to create efficient motor driver we need to stay max and min gate voltage for the MOS- 

FETs We can trig the MOS-FETs between 12V -20V depends on datasheet. We used 15V to feed 

the gate to stay on efficient level. So this IR2103 can create perfect works to do all these stuff. 

 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1JMc8cvZ5-WXct3fQuwxGxZxX8eMNB6UQ
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Figure 4.14. IR2103 
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Here is the datasheet link of IR2103. 
 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dGcDMDvSpG7fFjXH7qTWzyku7FzJZk6q 
https://we.tl/t-zCMGoAMUq0 

 

Another important part is DC-DC converter part. Our battery voltage is 84V. We have to 

down it to 24V to drive the MOS-FETs. We still work on the DC-DC converter. We are going to 

use SMPS transformer to isolate battery, motor and motor driver. DC-DC converter can help us 

to reduce the noise coming from the battery source and from the motor. It can arrange the 

voltage level and create efficient power level. 

To drive the SMPS transformer we are going to use special chip that is US3842 work with 

PWM control. We will use it as a fly-back feedback. We haven’t finish the DC-DC converter part. 

We are waiting SMPS transformer from the MHZ ELECTRONIC. It is a local company in 

ISTANBUL. As soon as we get SMPS transformer we will finish the DC-DC converter of our Motor 

driver. 

 

 
Figure 4.15. US3842 

 

Here is the datasheet link from our google drive. You can aslo check other parts datasheets that 

we used on motor driver board. 

Here is a simple SMPS transformer circuit. 
 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=10akQ9PSwLmxFtsWT76W0kA1-wdbodX0T 

 

           https://we.tl/t-2LVIGXfvhj

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dGcDMDvSpG7fFjXH7qTWzyku7FzJZk6q
https://drive.google.com/open?id=10akQ9PSwLmxFtsWT76W0kA1-wdbodX0T
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Figure 4.16. SMPS 

 

 

Circuit studies and Efficiency and Protection 

 

For BMS protection we are using the current sensors and temperature sensors. As soon as the currents or 

temperatures exceeds the minimum or maximum limits the BMS control board will cut off the battery. 

Here is our circuit board 
 

 
Figure 4.17. Motor Driver power part 
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Figure 4.18. Motor Driver circuit board (power part) 
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Figure 4.19. Motor Driver Control Circuit 
 

Figure 4.20. Motor Driver Control Circuit and power circuit. 

 

 

Here is another BMS module that is similar to our BMS but we are still trying to add new  

features. If we could finish until the race, we may use the last one. 
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Figure 4.20. Second BMS control board(a). 
 

 

 

Figure 4.21. DC-DC converter(1) 
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Figure 4.22. DC-DC converter(2) 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4.22. SMPS Transformer information for DC-DC converter. 
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  While Our Motor Driver Unit still in progress, we also use Kelly Motor Driver Unit(Ready Product). Kelly 

Driver Unit number is  KEB84600X .  The Spesifications of  Kelly Driver unit is like that; 

 

Frequency of Operation: 16.6kHz. 

•Standby Battery Current: < 0.5mA. 

•5V Sensor Supply Current: 40mA. 

•Controller supply voltage range, PWR, 18V to 90V. 

•Supply Current, PWR, 150mA. 

•Configurable battery voltage range, B+. Max operating range: 18V to 1.25*Nominal. 

•Standard Throttle Input: 0-5 Volts(3-wire resistive pot), 1-4 Volts(hall active throttle). 

•Analog Brake and Throttle Input: 0-5 Volts. Producing 0-5V signal with 3-wire pot. 

•Full Power Operating Temperature Range: 0ْＣ to 50Ｃْ (controller case temperature). 

•Operating Temperature Range: -30ْＣ to 90ْＣ,100ْＣ shutdown(controller case temperature). 

•Peak Phase Current, 10 seconds: 150A-550A, depending on the model. 

•Continuous Phase Current Limit: 60A-200A, depending on the model. 

•Maximum Battery Current: Configurable
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IMPORTANT!!!!!! 
 

You can find all the files, drawings, designs and sources that we used for the motor driver circuit 

in the following link. 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1okg8S7xp9XYKaxc0QMTne2iTRpEbMxWI 

 

   https://we.tl/t-QLtIBmPfeq

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1okg8S7xp9XYKaxc0QMTne2iTRpEbMxWI
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5. Battery Management System (BMS) (Self-Designed) 
 

Figure 5.1. Our Battery cells and modules 
 

Battery management system is one of our main purpose to design and simulate with 

high efficiency. This circuit board is very important for the lithium ion batteries. It is also very 

useful to control energy efficiency because Tubitak EA race’s main topic is built on energy 

efficiency. There are some dangerous reasons making very vital for using BMS. Those reasons 

are about lithium ion batteries’ characteristic. For example, the voltage of the lithium battery is 

not exceeding 4.2 volt during the charging and discharging. Because lithium batteries are getting 

more hot and this could be the reason for explosion so this is very dangerous for the people 

inside the cars and also for the car. Another important reason is if the voltage drop down less 

than 2.8v-3.0v, the batteries are getting damage and this may cause become dead batteries. 
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BMS is also very vital for the efficiency. It gives us more advantages for balancing voltages for 

the batteries during charging and discharging. 

Our Battery pack contains 20 series cells and 20 parallels modules of 18650 Lithium-ion 

batteries. We used Samsung ICR18650 batteries. Each cell capacity is 3.7V and 2.2A. 

For Battery Management System we designed two parts. One part(slave) is controlling 

the batteries and reading the voltage level and send it to the main board. Other part (main 

board) is taking all the datas, measuring the currents, deciding what to do and transfer all the 

datas to the BMS monitor. We designed twenty slave parts and we will have one main control 

board so our BMS system will contain twenty slave and one main control board. 

We create 20 slave board to control each modules of series. On the board we put 

12f1822 microcontroller. The oscillation inside is 32 MHz. 

 

 

 
Figure 5.2. Pic 12f1822. 

 
Here is the datasheet link of 12f1822 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RSPnOjEUI8K7yvy-chPGTU1anInnfQKO 

                                 https://we.tl/t-3HXfU2zBmy 
 

The duty of 12f1822 is reading its own source voltage level and send the information to 

the voltage control board through the Rx/Tx. 12f1822 can also help us to control MOS-FETs and 

resistance to balance the batteries. We did use IRF540 MOS-FETs. We also used RS485 data 

transfer protocol because of to collect all 20 modules data at the same time and transfer to the 

main control board and to the BMS monitor. For transfer the datas we use special isolated 

transceiver ISO3082WR. That is our integrated communication part. 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RSPnOjEUI8K7yvy-chPGTU1anInnfQKO
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Figure 5.3. ISO3082WR 
 

Here is the link of ISO3082WR`s datasheet. 
 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1DSBvx6xrVFZKPgyoCaVkDCHCguxY-smn 
https://we.tl/t-CLkpRDPMJb 

 

For the main board we will control all twenty slave boards with 16f877A microcontroller. 

We need to take the voltage level, currents measurement and decide about balancing and send 

the datas to the screen to monitor energy level. We are still working on main control board and 

not finish yet. 

 

 

Figure 5.4. Pic 16f877A pin connections. 

 

Here is datasheet link of 16f877A 

 https://we.tl/t-iDy8Zh1WJo 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1DSBvx6xrVFZKPgyoCaVkDCHCguxY-smn
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Our batteries connected to ACS758 current sensor. Main BMS board will learn the 

current level of battery pack, voltage level of each modules and also the temperatures of the 

battery pack. We will have 5 temperature sensors which are DS18b20. 
 

Figure 5.5. Simple ACS758 sensor. 
 

Here is the datasheet link of ACS758 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ItJaGSEcLDm608dh7R9iLTjz4ep3bdS9 

https://we.tl/t-C3ricsGdnD 

 
 

Figure 5.6. Simple 18B20 sensor. 

 
 

Here is the datasheet of DS18b20  

https://we.tl/t-Dx23vi8KJx

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ItJaGSEcLDm608dh7R9iLTjz4ep3bdS9
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Figure 5.7. Passive balancing with transistors and resistors. 
 

We are using passive balancing. To do that we did use resistors and MOS-FETs. Our MOS- 

FETs are IRF540N type. For example, we have 20 cells in one module. Let’s say during the 

charging, our one cell has reach to 4.2V immediately and other cells of module has still time to 

reach 4.2V. At that kind a situation the current will be flowing through resistor and transistors. 

So this will create a heat and reduce the efficiency but we think it is acceptable for easy 

installation. 
 
 

 
Figure 5.8. IRF540 MOS-FET. 

 
Here is the link of datasheet of IRF540N 

 https://we.tl/t-hcJi8mv5wO

 
TO-220AB 
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Figure 5.9. 18B20 Temperature sensor. 

 
 

Here is the link of DS18B20`s datasheet  

https://we.tl/t-roAAK7Ryet
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Here is our algorithm for the BMS system. 
 

 
Figure 5.10. BMS Algorithm. 

 

MAIN ADMINISTRATIVE CIRCUIT CONTROL FLOW DIAGRAM 
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Here are our BMS circuit boards drawing. This is a slave part. We still work on the main part an 

we will show that at the technical inspection time. 

 

 
Figure 5.11. BMS 3D circuit board. 

 

 
Figure 5.12. BMS ARES drawing. 
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Figure 5.13. Real circuit board. 
 

 

 

 
Figure 5.14. Testing the BMS. 
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Figure 5.15. Testing BMS on the computer . 

 
 

We may put all the slave on one board. We are still working on it.If we can finish it until the race 

we may use that . 
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Figure 5.15. Testing BMS on the computer(a) . 

 

 

Our monitor has a touch screen so we can control balancing and change the BMS to the 

charging or discharging mode. We are going to use Nextion NX4827T043 - 4.3” TFT LCD 

Intelligent Touch Display. This will be directly connected to the main BMS board. And It will be 

communicating with 16f877A microchip. We will display energy levels of batteries, current 

levels and temperatures of pack. 

Here is the datasheet link of Nextion NX4827T043 - 4.3” TFT LCD. 

https://we.tl/t-ZhI5VTxiV0 

 
 

Figure 5.16. Nextion NX4827T043 - 4.3” TFT LCD. 
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Figure 5.17. Nextion NX4827T043 - 4.3” TFT LCD. 
 
 
 

IMPORTANT!!!!!! 
 

You can find all the files, drawings, designs and sources that we used for the BMS circuit in the 

following link. 
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6. Embedded Recharging Unit (Self-Designed) 
 

For embedded Recharging unit we did try to design and manufacture by our team. We 

know that we have to be careful about to meet domestic design criteria. Our recharging unit will 

be the part of Battery Management System and it will charge the batteries. Our Battery Pack 

has 20 modules group and each module has 20 series cells. The battery pack has 84V and 44A 

capacity so the total power is 3696Wh. 

Our Plan to design circuit and charge our battery within 4-5 hours. We will also use 

Switched Mode Power Supply(SMPS) transformer. Our purpose for using this module is 

converting the voltage from AC to DC and this module has many advantages because of light 

weight and efficiency. Here is the block diagram of SMPS transformer. 
 

Figure 6.1. Block diagram of SMPS transformer. 

 
 

The main source is 220V and our battery voltage is 84V. The embedded recharging unit 

has to drop down the voltages to the 84V and it will give 10A. We have to charge the batteries 

at the right level. We are going to use SMPS transformer to isolate battery. This can help us to 

reduce the noise coming from the main source power. It can arrange the voltage level and 

create efficient power level. 

To drive the SMPS transformer we are going to use special chip that is UC3842 work with 

PWM control. 

Here are some features of UC3842. 
 

• Trimmed Oscillator for Precise Frequency Control 
 

• Oscillator Frequency Guaranteed at 250 kHz 
 

• Current Mode Operation to 500 kHz 
 

• Automatic Feed Forward Compensation 
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• Latching PWM for Cycle−By−Cycle Current Limiting 
 

• Internally Trimmed Reference with Under voltage Lockout 
 

• High Current Totem Pole Output 
 

• Under voltage Lockout with Hysteresis 
 

• Low Start up and Operating Current 
 

• This is a Pb−Free and Halide−Free Device 
 

. We haven’t finish the SMPS board part. We are waiting SMPS transformer from the 

MHZ ELECTRONIC. It is a local company in ISTANBUL. As soon as we get SMPS transformer we 

will finish our embedded recharging unit. 

 

 
Figure 6.2. UC3842 

 

Here is the datasheet link from our google drive. You can aslo check other parts datasheets that 

we used on other parts of car. 

https://we.tl/t-QjWDjBMGwd 

Here is a simple SMPS transformer circuit. 
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Figure 6.3. SMPS 
 

Figure 6.4. SMPS Fly-Back Converter. 
 

Figure 6.5. SMPS. 

We are still trying to finish the circuit board. Here is our study. 
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Figure 6.6. Circuit design for Embedded recharging. 
 

Figure 6.7. Circuit design for Embedded recharging. 
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Figure 6.8. Fly-Back Graph for SMPS transformers. 
 

 
 

IMPORTANT!!!!!! 
 

You can find all the files, drawings, designs and sources that we used for the Embedded 

Recharging Unit circuit in the following link. 

https://we.tl/t-iPpuQWYMc6
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7. Battery Packaging (Self-Designed) 
 

Lithium batteries are more popular for electric vehicles applications and battery 

solutions. Tesla is also using lithium ion batteries. Since our 2 BLDC motor’s power are 1.5kw 

each and total is 3kw, we were planning to design around 3.6 kw battery pack. We did use 

18650 lithium ion batteries. We put a datasheet for 18650 lithium ion batteries below. 

 

 
Figure 7.1. Samsung ICR18650-22P. 

 

Here is the datasheet link below. 

https://we.tl/t-hmKhz4iIli https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lqG-SaXK9qakmQVKRfQIFzaG82rE99Jf 

 

 

Figure 7.2. Samsung ICR18650-22P. 

https://we.tl/t-hmKhz4iIli
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lqG-SaXK9qakmQVKRfQIFzaG82rE99Jf
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Here is the datasheet link of DS18B20 https://we.tl/t-XxpLtWKq4m 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=11BXUlo3M8Es6nVqtZzo2onV66SNBRxjf  

We are planning to use 400 lithium ion which we want to use 20 series and 20 parallel (20S20P). 

Each battery nominal power is 3.7volt and the current capacity is 2.2Amper. According to the 

sequential of the 20S20P our battery pack’s power will be 3696Wh. Our battery pack weight will 

be around 17kg. We will also use five temperature sensors which is DS18B20. You can see above 

pictures. You can also see our battery cell specifications. 
 

 

Figure 7.3. Nominal Specifications of ICR18650-22P. 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=11BXUlo3M8Es6nVqtZzo2onV66SNBRxjf
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Figure 7.4. 20S20P battery plan. 
 

Temperature reading is one of the most import of the lithium ion battery pack because 

efficiency is highly valuable for energy uses. As we said above we are planning to use DS18B20 

temperature sensors. Reading current and voltages are also highly important for the battery 

pack. So we want to use ACS758 sensors. For the boxes we want to use the ATH (aluminium 

trihydrate). 

As you can see above picture, we did 20 modules. Each module has 20 series cells. To 

connect all together we have to use welding machine with Nickel 0.15x10mm material. We did 

20 series and 20 parallel. We still working on the battery boxes. Our battery box dimensions will 

be 45x50 cm. 

The core difference between nickel and steel is electrical conductivity. The conductivity 

of a current through nickel is much greater than that of steel. For the oxidation, in a damp 
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environment, nickel will have oxidative metal, like rust, but unlike the entire surface of iron rust. 

But it is much more better than other materials. 
 

Figure 7.5. Nickel 0.15x10mm. 
 

 

Figure 7.6. 8AWG silicon cable 
 

We are going to use 8AWG wires for output and input cable for the battery pack. Here is 

the specifications of 8AWG silicon cable. 

1) Rated Voltage: 600 V 
 

2) Rated Temperature: -60 ° C to + 200 ° C 
 

3) Conductor: Tinned Copper 
 

4) Insulation: Silicone Rubber 
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Figure 7.7. 8AWG silicon cable specifications. 

 
 

For welding machines we create our own welding machines. We find old microwave 

machines and we took its transformer. The transformer has 3.5v 200amper 230v 50hz capacity. 
 

Figure 7.8. Self designed welding machines transformers 
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Figure 7.9. Our own welding machines. 
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Figure 7.10. Our own welding machines. 
 
 

 

Figure 7.11. Welding the batteries. 
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Figure 7.12. Battery pack. 
 

 

Figure 7.13. Battery pack. 
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We are also working on battery box. We haven’t finished yet. For the cooling system we 

will put two fan. BMS control card will measure the temperatures from five points and it 

willactivate or deactivate depends on the temperature level. 

Here are some videos of production of battery pack. 

 https://we.tl/t-WP3OSpBCzp  

https://we.tl/t-Y7tPbSEZAu 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

IMPORTANT!!!!!! 
 

You can find all the files, drawings, designs and sources that we used for the Battery Pack in the 

following link. 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_7vCr3kQ8MAQnAdQIDdg-g4nlEKAv6oi 
 
  https://we.tl/t-KLJhFniJul

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_7vCr3kQ8MAQnAdQIDdg-g4nlEKAv6oi
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8. Electronic Differential Application (Self-Designed) 

 
Since we will use two identical BLDC hub motor, the electronic differential system will be 

more important application for us. We are still working and figuring out to built best design and 

produce it. An advanced electronic differential unit must be capable of the following: Must 

manage the difference of speed of the turning wheels suitably during cornering, Must not 

deviate from the road when it is desired for the vehicle to move straight, Both wheels need to 

be able to maintain the direction when going straight under different road conditions and speed 

differences (slip) between the wheels need to be tolerated, Moving in a straight line needs to be 

possible when the vehicle is travelling on rough roads. We will be aware of these precisions. Our 

system will be satisfied Tubitak’s requisites. 
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Figure 8.1. Differential theory. 
 

As you can see in above pictures at the center of rotation there are two angles. For example, 

Q1 and Q2. If we can measure this angles and if we find these angels’ ratio, then we will know 

about how much the rpms of motors will be. We are still working to design our control board. 

To measure the angles, we are going to use the potentiometer and we will put it to the steering 

shaft. The other potentiometer will be used for the gas pedal to control the pwm signals for the 

motor driver part. We will use microcontroller which is 16F628A. 
 

 

Figure 8.2. PIC16F628A. 
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Here is the datasheet link of PIC16F628A. https://we.tl/t-MONv43ogXS 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1S8wGrSVpI45ENB98v3lvSlwFxLUoOT5U 

The microcontroller has 2 com/port. The first comport will send the datas to the motor 

driver. And other comport will send the datas to the Vehiclel Control System. Our board will use 

the RS 485 transfer protocols through the SN75176A. 

For designing we will use the ISIS and ARES circuit analyses and we will use microcontroller, 

potentiometer, data transfer controller, voltage regulaters and capacitors(100nF). According to 

figures below we will design and simulate the electronic differential system. We will also 

programming the algorithm for satisfied purposes. 
 

Figure 8.3. Electronic differential 
 

Figure 8.4. SN75176A. 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1S8wGrSVpI45ENB98v3lvSlwFxLUoOT5U
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Here is the datasheet of SN75176A. 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1xiKSMfWFd8EvuldqaS1nZQhxlT2VIoJo 

ttps://we.tl/t-o067yaf6MO 

 

 

 

Figure 8.5. Electronic differential. 
 
 

 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1xiKSMfWFd8EvuldqaS1nZQhxlT2VIoJo
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Figure 8.6. Electronic differential. 
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IMPORTANT!!!!!! 
 

You can find all the files, drawings, designs and sources that we used for the Electronic 

differential in the following link. 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RvE3QbF63d3JMlmYxtCqdBYJfMMUFeTR 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RvE3QbF63d3JMlmYxtCqdBYJfMMUFeTR
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9. Vehicle Control Unit (VCU) (Self-Designed) 

 
Designing the vehicle control system is very important for the electric cars because of 

the efficiency. In our car we designed motor driver, battery management system, electronic 

differential and other all stuff. To make work all these parts together with efficient level we 

definitely need VCU. We haven’t finished yet but we still working hard on that. 

Our VCU will have the ability of telemetry systems, monitoring the vehicle conditions, 

vehicle energy management system. 

We will use DRF7020D20 module to make telemetry system. 
 
 
 

Figure 9.1. DRF7020D20. 
 

Here is the link of DRF7020D20 
 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1HXbcdVCXP8WUHxMTVhXb2KhDFC2YOyV- 
 
 
 

Here is the circuit board that we are trying design and improve it. We are planning to built to 

measure and monitors all the temperatures, currents, voltages. We are planning to put separate 

monitor . 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1HXbcdVCXP8WUHxMTVhXb2KhDFC2YOyV-
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Figure 9.2. Designing VCU. 
 

Our monitor has a touch screen so we can control everything easily. We are going to use 

Nextion NX4827T043 - 4.3” TFT LCD Intelligent Touch Display. This will be directly connected to 

the main VCU board. And It will be communicating with other chips and controllers. We will 

display energy levels of batteries, current levels and temperatures of pack and also 

communication. 

Here is the datasheet link of Nextion NX4827T043 - 4.3” TFT LCD.  https://we.tl/t-7mNOlgN9cO 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=142BMpOayRfF2GKhisn8hCQgbYNFFeyJl 

 
 

Figure 9.3. Nextion NX4827T043 - 4.3” TFT LCD. 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=142BMpOayRfF2GKhisn8hCQgbYNFFeyJl
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Figure 9.4. Nextion NX4827T043 - 4.3” TFT LCD. 
 

 

IMPORTANT!!!!!! 
 

You can find all the files, drawings, designs and sources that we used for the Electronic 

differential in the following link. 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=10HjJ97Bo6f5Z Mf8jnAdbW_qvS2y1je 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=10HjJ97Bo6f5Z__Mf8jnAdbW_qvS2y1je
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10. Mechanical Details (mandatory) 
 

Teams that provide sufficient information will get a maximum of 150 points depending on the design. 
 

a. Technical drawings 
 

The technical drawing and the dimensions of the vehicle were given in Figure 1. The drawing shows the side, 

front, and back side of the vehicle. 

 
 

 

 

 

As you can see above, technical drawings of the finished vehicle from the side, front, and back are 

given. A technical drawing of the lower parts were not given. Measurements are given in a table, as in the 

figure above. 
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b. Strength analysis 
 

CAD model and the total deformation results gathered by using Ansys of rear Rollbar are 

given in Figure 2 and Figure 3. Rollcages are located at its sides and it is supported with four bars 

which fulfil the conditions of the challenge. The rear Rollbar has 700 mm width and 900 mm height. 

It is made of Aluminium Alloy and has 30 mm diameter and 3 mm thickness. The rear rollbar is 

loaded with a 1 kN load as expected in the rules and the analysis results shows that the total 

deformation is 1,36 mm which is well below the H/200=900/200=4,5 mm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. CAD model of the rear Rollbar 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Total deformation results of the rear Rollbar 
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CAD model of the front Rollbar and the deformation analysis are given in Figure 4 and Figure 5. 

The front Rollbar has 500 mm width and 500 mm height. It is made of Aluminium Alloy and has 30 mm 

diameter and 3 mm thickness. It is supported with two bars as seen in the Figures. Front Rollbar is loaded 

with a 1 kN load. The total deformation is observed as 2,45 mm which is below the H/200=700/200=3,5mm. 

 

 
Figure 4. CAD model of the Front Rollbar 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Total deformation of the Front Rollbar 
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c. Outer shell production 
 
 

1. Cutting of Plywood in CNC 

 

Solid model of the vehicle is drawn in Solidworks. With the help of Solidworks, the solid model is 

split into slices and placed in the AutoCAD program. With AutoCAD help, these slices are assigned as 

reference points and codes loaded to the CNC. The styrofoam were gathered as blocks and directly placed 

into the CNC and the cutting was performed. The manufactured parts were given in Figure 6. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. The manufactured styrofoam parts 

 

           

c2. Coherence of Parts and Implementation of  

Satin Plaster and Sanding 

The cut styrofoam parts were associated together and then a fine satin plaster is applied. After the 

applied satin plaster dried, a second coat of satin plaster was applied. Once the second satin plaster has 

been applied, it was allowed to dry in suitable environment. Satin plaster application was done with the 

aim of making the vehicle model surface smoother. After the satin plaster dried, sanding was performed 

with a P220 sandpaper to ensure smoothness of the plaster and a smooth shape was obtained. After this 
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process, the dust that formed on the model was cleaned by brush and blow gun. The application images 

regarding the process can be seen in Figure 7. 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Unification of parts and implementation of satin plaster and sanding 

 

c3. Implementation of Primer, Cellulosic Paint and Component Gloss Varnish 

 

The pressure paint gun was used for primer, cellulosic paint and varnish processing in this model 

stage. The made satin plaster process makes the model ready for priming. With the priming process, 

capillary scratches and roughness on the model were removed. After priming, the pattern was left for a 

day. Thus, the model was ready for painting. With the most suitable cellulosic paint, one layer of paint 

was applied on the model of the vehicle in the mold stage. This process was executed with the help of 3 

and 4 paint brushes. The mold was then left to dry. The related images were given in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8. The base model with gloss varnish and paint 

c4. The Production of the Mold  

After these steps in the modeling phase of the vehicle, a few more steps were taken to make it 

easier to separate the mold from the model. First, a layer of polivax SV-6 mold release wax was applied 

onto the model. After applying the Polivaks SV-6, the model absorbed some of this wax. Then, with the 

help of a clean rag, the surface of the model was thoroughly wiped off. A coat of Polivaks liquid PVA was 

applied after this process. The purpose of these processes was to create a thin membrane on the model 

surface. When the resulting mold removed from the model, it was removed easily without being damaged. 

The used Polivaks liquid PVA and Polivaks SV-6 were given in Figure 9. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. The base model with gloss varnish and paint 

In the mold making process of the vehicle, the glass fibers were treated with polyester. Then, by 

means of a brush and a finger roll, the polyester-glass fiber was completely wetted and applied onto the 

model. After these operations were completed, the resulting air bubbles were removed using a roller. Mold 

was left to dry for 2 days. The used polyester resin and glass fibers were given in Figure 10 and the image 
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of the mold during the drying process was given in Figure 11. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Glass fibers and Polyester resins  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11. The mold during the drying process 

 

c5. The Production of the Outer Shell 

To manufacture the outer shell of the vehicle, the inner side of the mold is used. One layer of 

Polivaks SV-6 mold seperator was applied to the inside of the mold. After the application of Polivaks SV-

6, mold absorbed some of this wax. The inner surface of the mold was thoroughly wiped with the help of 

some clean rag. One layer of Polivaks liquid PVA was applied to ensure the easy separation of the parts 

from the mold. The remaining process was same as the manufacturing of the mold; the glass fibers were 

directly laid on the wet surface of the mold. If it was not wet, a thin layer of polyester (resin) was applied, 

followed by glass fiber treatment. After the glass fibers were laid, polyester (resin) was applied with the 

help of a brush or a finger roll so that the glass fiber is fully wetted. Air bubbles were removed. The 

composite shell was then allowed to dry for 1-2 days.  
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After the drying process was completed, the mold was separated and the shell of the car was 

obtained. The product was then sanded with 220 and 600 grit sandpaper to be prepared for priming. Then, 

outer shell was primed. After priming, the outer shell surface was sanded with P600 sandpaper. Thus, the 

product was ensured smooth and clean. No paint was applied due to the reason that the shell would be 

covered with special laminate to take its final form. The outer shell of the car was given in Figure 12. 

 

Figure 12. The outer shell of the vehicle 

 

d. Cost calculation 
 
 

 
COMPONENTS 

 
SUB-COMPONENTS 

COST PER 

UNIT (TL) 

 
QUANTITY 

 
COST(TL) 

 

 

 

 

Outer Shell 

  

 

 

 
10.000 TRY 

 

 

 

 

Various 

 

 

 

 

10.950 TRY 

Styrofoam 

Sandpapers 

Paint 

Varnish 

Wax 

Poliester 

Satin Plaster 

Plywood 950 TRY 

 
Chassis Parts 

Rollcage and Rollbars 25 TRY 12 Meters 300 TRY 

Metal Profiles (Various 

Dimensions) 
25 TRY 36 Meters 900 TRY 

 

 

Hydraulic Brake Whole 

System 
1.000 TRY 1 Piece 1.000 TRY 

Steering Wheel and Parts 200 TRY 1 Piece 200 TRY 
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Mechanical 

Parts 

Rims 200 TRY 4 Piece 800 TRY 

Brake Disk 238 TRY 4 Piece 960 TRY 

Steering Wheel-Wheel 

Transmission Parts 
400 TRY 1 Piece 400 TRY 

Dampers 200 TRY 4 Piece 1.000 TRY 

Suspension Arm 375 TRY 4 Piece 1.500 TRY 

 

Other 

Electronical 

Parts 

Adjustment Buttons 50 TRY 8 Pieces 400 TRY 

Various Indicators 300 TRY 2 Pieces 600 TRY 

Wiper Motor 400 TRY 1 Piece 400 TRY 

Safety Fuse 20 TRY 8 Pieces 160 TRY 

 

 

 

 

 
Other 

Mechanical 

Parts 

Plexiglass Sheet 250 TRY 3 Piece 750 TRY 

Tyres 50 TRY 4 Piece 200 TRY 

4 Points Safety Belts 1.000 TRY 2 Piece 2.000 TRY 

Door Mechanisms 250 TRY 2 Piece 500 TRY 

Doorhandle Mechanism 250 TRY 2 Piece 500 TRY 

Towbars 5 TRY 2 Piece 10 TRY 

Horn 75 TRY 1 Piece 75 TRY 

Headlights 100 TRY 2 Piece 200 TRY 

Break Lights 100 TRY 2 Piece 200 TRY 

Fittings 300 TRY Some 300 TRY 

Wiper 50 TRY 1 Piece 50 TRY 

Fire Extinguishers 50 TRY 2 Piece 100 TRY 
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 Seats 1.500 TRY 2 Piece 3.000 TRY 

Rearview Mirrors 100 TRY 2 Piece 200 TRY 

 
Driver Outfit 

and Equipments 

Closed Racing Helmet 1.000 TRY 1 Piece 1.000 TRY 

Racing Suit 2.500 TRY 1 Piece 2.500 TRY 

Racing Gloves 500 TRY 1 Couple 500 TRY 

Racing Shoes 500 TRY 1 Couple 500 TRY 

 

 

 

 
Domestic Parts 

Engine 3.500 TRY 2 Pieces 7.000 TRY 

Engine Driver 1.500 TRY 2 Pieces 3.000 TRY 

Battery Management 
System 

1.000 TRY 1 Piece 1.000 TRY 

Embedded Recharging 
Unit 

1.000 TRY 1 Piece 1.000 TRY 

Electronical Differential 600 TRY 1 Piece 600 TRY 

Vehicle Control System 1.000 TRY 1 Piece 1.000 TRY 

Battery + Battery Box 9.500 TRY 1 Set 9.500 TRY 

 

 
Labour Costs 

Outer Shell 4.050 TRY - 4.050 TRY 

Chassis 250 TRY - 250 TRY 

Mechanical Parts 1.000 TRY - 1.000 TRY 

Electronical Parts 500 TRY - 500 TRY 

Domestic Parts 15.000 TRY - 15.000 TRY 

       TOTAL 

COST: 
86.055 TRY 
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11. Vehicle Electric Scheme (mandatory) 
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12. Unique Design by Team (optional) 

 
This is first year of EA race for ADIYAMAN UNIVERSITY. It is an honor for us to represent 

our university and attend to the race. We are bringing three revolutionary works in our first 

year. The first one is “Sleepiness Alarm System for Drivers”. This is very important for to reduce 

accident ratio in today’s society. The Second one is “ADYU BLDC” which is Android app for 

BLDC motors design. We are making BLDC motors design simple as simple so people can 

understand and design quickly the motor`s parameters. And the third one is “Chassis 

Mechanical Analysis”. So Let’s see what we are doing; 

a. Sleepiness Alarm System For Drivers 

 

In the last 10 years, the traffic accident occurred highways in Turkey, 42 thousand 447 

people were killed and 2 million 26 thousand 986 people were injured. Turkey has experienced 

the traffic accidents close to 1 million per year, and 12 people lost their lives in accidents, 555 

people were injured per day. In traffic accidents, excessive speed, alcohol intake, dangerous 

driving as well as insomnia are important. 

Sleepiness-related accidents in the United States are thought to be related to injuries 

leading to 23.318 deaths per year and 1.907.072 to 2.474.430 injuries per year. The estimate 

cost of this is around $ 43.15-56.02 billion. Sleepiness Alarm System for Drivers has the ability to 

detect if the driver`s eye movements while driving. With this project, traffic accidents will be 

prevented and there will be no loss of life and property 

Today, traffic accidents take a lot of life. This accident is often caused by carelessness, 

excessive speed and driver errors. The sleeping problem has an important place in the causes of 

traffic accidents. Insomnia causes carelessness and mistakes in drivers. As in many parts of the 

world, there are many fatal accidents in our country due to the sleepiness of the drivers. In this 

project, a system was developed to alert the driver during driving and give a warning. Our 

system is also designed to provide a solution to blinking habits that cause eye pain. 

Raspberry pi 3 development card and camera module are used in this study. The fact 

that Raspberry pi 3 has a usability like a computer, and that python and OPENCV work without 

error and its price is suitable, we have preferred this development board. 

The use and success of Python and OPENCV in image processing techniques is indisputable. 

Especially in recent years, most of people prefer to study image processing. Because it's open 

source, it's free, and it's flexible, it's also a big company supported by GOOGLE. 
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Face, eye and eyelid recognition algorithms have been developed for image processing using 

Python and OPENCV programs. Haar Cascade algorithms are referenced. 

Our project has successfully controlled the eye movements of the driver to see if he is asleep. 

This project has a lot of features in the field. 

Especially bus companies or transportation companies can use this kind a product and 

passenger safety can be used to prevent loss of life, property, financial damage and driver`s life. 

All the taxi drivers can use and also people can also use at individual vehicles. 
 

Figure 5.17. Our own welding machines. 

 

 
Please Check Our Test Videos https://we.tl/t-PdGvD35Ujs 

 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lV_XjQ-a82E-bo15ZhVUht3g8O7cNctr 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lV_XjQ-a82E-bo15ZhVUht3g8O7cNctr
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Figure 5.17. Our own welding machines. 

 
 
 

 
SOURCES (Articles about the accidents) 

 

http://www.ttb.org.tr/STED/sted0301/1.html 

http://cms.galenos.com.tr/Uploads/Article_15564/KM06.pdf 

http://ghs.asyod.org/konular/2014-2-15.pdf 

http://www.ttb.org.tr/STED/sted0301/1.html
http://cms.galenos.com.tr/Uploads/Article_15564/KM06.pdf
http://ghs.asyod.org/konular/2014-2-15.pdf
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a. Yamanspaceways BLDC 

 

Our second project is to create an Android app that people has interest about BLDC 

motors can calculate all the motor parameters and design the BLDC Motors. We are still 

improving the apps. You can check our files, the codes and also screenshots of the App in the 

fallowing link.  

https://we.tl/t-7wEYW9YnRW 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=15M0fvun6k6nSEWR-0rjIE7OIikzAHuDk 
 
 
 

 

Here are some screenshots of our app. 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=15M0fvun6k6nSEWR-0rjIE7OIikzAHuDk
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b. 
 
 
 



 

c. Chassis Mechanical analysis 

 

According to the mass distribution (datas of forces which are generated from masses are taken 

from the center of mass calculations), forces are applied to the chassis. Material is Aluminum alloy. 

1000N load applied. A load of 270 N was applied to the area where the battery was placed. 

 

Figure 1. Deformations on the chassis 
 

Vv      

Figure 2. Stresses on the chassis 


